INTRODUCTION

Mbox Player Software Version 1.2

Software version 1.2 is now available for the Mbox Player applications including Mbox Player and Mbox Player Sync.

Overview

The main purpose of software version 1.2 is the introduction of the new QML/ShareIt soft-licensing system for support of online purchases of licenses for Mbox Player. As of July 1, 2019, the old soft-licensing system, EWS/eSellerate, was discontinued by the provider. The replacement for EWS is called QLM, and those licenses are sold online through a sales portal called “ShareIt”. Purchases of Mbox Player licenses should now be made by visiting the Mbox website (mbox.prg.com) and following the links to the Player product page, then clicking on the purchase button on that page.

Existing Mbox Player EWS/eSellerate licenses are still supported in Mbox Player v1.2 and may be used as before.

Software version 4.4 offers one bug fix, and also includes enhancements related to the new soft-licensing system. A list of affected items can be found below.

Corrected Issues

+ Fix issue where single-frame movies did not appear when played in the Program bus.

Enhancements

+ Add support for new QLM soft-licensing system.
+ Revised license controls UI for QLM/EWS/PRG soft-licensing.